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The fluorescent response, L, of  plastic scintillators such as NE102 has been measured for a variety of  heavy ions, Z = 1-35, 
at near-normal incidence with energies ranging from a few MeV to over a hundred MeV. The response in general is non-linear 
with L ~ f (Z ,  A)E 1.6 in the region E/A < 15 MeV/amu. The light output  is best described however, as a function of  the ion 
range in the scintillator, R, with L oc Zt .22(R-O.O4Z) ,  where R is in mg/cm 2. Such an expression also appears to describe 
the response of  other scintillators, such as NaI(T1), for heavy ions. Scintillation efficiency, dL/dE, and specific fluorescence, 
dL/dx, have been deduced from the plastic scintillator data. These quantities do not appear to be simple functions of  the ion 
energy loss, dE/dx. The results can be described using simple models which include the effects of  secondary electrons, however. 

1. Introduction 

Organic, plastic scintillators are widely employed 
in focal-plane counters for nuclear-particle magnetic 
spectrometers 1) as they can provide simultaneously 
fast timing and energy-loss information. A serious 
problem, however, has been the lack of quantitative 
information on the response of plastic scintillators to 
energetic heavy ions. While some data are available 
on the response of heavy ions in CsI 2), Nal 3), and 
in thin film plastic detectors 4'5) (TFD), these data 
cannot be easily extrapolated to predict with sufficient 
accuracy the response of ions stopped in plastic 
scintillators, such as NE102 6). Also, other features 
such as the resolution of the scintillator response is of 
interest and, again, these cannot be deduced directly 
from other data. 

Besides pragmatic considerations, scintillator re- 
sponse data for heavy ions provide a good test of 
scintillation theoriesT-l°). These theories have wide- 
spread applications in describing many related phe- 
nomena: biological and material radiation damage, 
dosimeter response, liquid and solid scintillator re- 
sponse, and track profiles in photographic plates and 
plastic track detectors9). The latter are important in the 
identification of cosmic-ray events in photographic 
emulsion and plastic track detectors 11). 

In this paper we present data for the luminescent 
response of commercially-produced organic plastic 

* Supported, in part, by U.S.E.R.D.A. 
5" Visiting scientist, Brookhaven National Laboratory, summer,  

1975. 

TARLE 1 

Accelerated beams. 

Ion Beam energy 
(MeV) 

U. Michigan (cyclotron) 2H1 + 35 
3He 1'2+ 26, 46 
4He 1"2+ 24, 70 
6Li z'3+ 51, 91 

12C3'4'6+ 71, 101, 174 
1604+ 95 

B.N.L. (tandem) 6Li3 + 42  
7Li 3+ 46  

l l B 2 + t ° 5 +  2 2 - 5 0  

~ z C 1 + t ° 6 +  1 9 - 6 5  
13C2+ to6+ 2 8 - 6 5  
ld.N 2 + toT+ 2 9 - 7 9  
1 6 0 3 +  to8+ 2 8 - 9 5  

~ 8 0 3 + t ° a +  2 8 - 8 4  
19U2+ to9+ 2 8 - 9 3  
32S5+t°14+  5 0 - 1 3 2  

z5C1~4+ 140 
4 ° C a  ~4+ 140 
81Br13+ 132 

scintillators to a variety of energetic heavy ions, 
Z =  1-35, E ~  170 MeV, at near-normal incidence. 
Preliminary results have been reported elsewherea2). 

2. Experimental procedure 

2.1. BEAMS 

Light-ion and heavy-ion beams accelerated at the 
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University of Michigan cyclotron ( Z =  1-8) and the 
Brookhaven MP tandem accelerator (Z=3-35)  were 
employed. Specific beams and incident energies are 
listed in table 1. In both accelerators ion species could 
be rapidly changed, within certain limits, to provide 
accurate measurements of  the Z and A dependence of 
the scintillator response. 

As an example, in the cyclotron beams of the same 
charge to mass ratio and magnetic regidity are acceler- 
ated at nearly the same velocity. Thus by using a suit- 
able gas mixture in the ion source beams of 4 H e l + ,  

~2C3+ and 1604+ could be selected by slight changes 
in the dee-voltage frequency. 

2.2. SPECTROMETER 

Most of the measurements were made with arrange- 
rnents similar to that shown in fig. 1. The incident 
beam was collimated to a small spot, typically a few 
mm in diameter, on a special target foil placed in the 
center of  a scattering chamber. The target consisted of 
multiple layers of metal foils of  different thicknesses 
so as to degrade the energy of the scattered ion and pro- 
duce simultaneously a wide range of ion energies. The 
target and absorber could also be rotated through 90 ° 
to provide intermediate foil thicknesses. Ions of a 
particular momentum-to-charge ratio (p/q) were 
focused onto one or more scintillator photo-multiplier 
(PM) detectors located along the focal surface of the 
spectrometer. 

The spectrometer field was deduced from the magnet 

current or an N M R  probe. The resulting error in 
momentum corresponds to ~ +0 .2% uncertainty in 
the ion energy. 

Most of the degraded light ions ( Z <  5) consisted of 
one charge state ( q=Z) ,  while the heavier ions often 
consisted of many different charge states, with q=Z 
not always having the maximum intensity. In order to 
facilitate identification, a solid state detector was 
placed close to the scintillator detectors. This detector, 
after suitable calibration, provided an energy signal 
which along with the relative intensities could be used 
to identify peaks in the scintillator spectrum. 

The scintillator response was usually initially mea- 
sured with elastically scattered ions at a small forward 
angle (0~10  °) and no absorber, i.e. nearly the full 
beam energy. The spectrometer field and target/ 
absorber were then changed in small steps so as to 
follow the scintillator response to lower energies. The 
lowest energy ions that could be detected were limited 
by background pulses in the photo-multiplier tubes due 
to dark noise or 7-rays and neutrons from the beam 
stop. This limited measurements to E/A--0.5-1 MeV/ 
amu. 

A few of the 12C and 160 runs with the cyclotron 
included measurement of  the flight time through the 
spectrometer utilizing the r f  pulse structure of the 
beam and the fast timing signal from the scintillator. 
This permitted identification and measurements for 
ions such as 13C and lVO arising from nuclear reactions 
in the target. 
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Fig. 1. Typical experimental set-up (UM). A ThC' 0~-source (not 
shown) was located in front of the detectors, in the magnet focal 
plane. 

2.3. OTHER TECHNIQUES 

Some of the initial measurements were done with 
techniques different from those described above. In 
one instance the spectrometer was used but the absor- 
bers were placed directly in front of  the detectors. The 
ion energy was then determined from the solid-state 
detector. In another set of  measurements the PM 
detector was placed directly in the scattering chamber 
and the ion energy on the detector varied by changing 
the direct beam energy and/or the scattering angle. 
Finally, some ions such as XH and 3He produced in 
nuclear reactions in the target could be identified and 
provide additional response data. 

2.4. CALIBRATION 

An ThC'  c~-source (E=8.78 MeV) was mounted in 
the focal-plane to monitor the gain and stability of  both 
the solid-state and scintillator-PM detectors before, 
after, or during a run. In addition, c~-particles and deu- 
terons produced by nuclear reactions in the target often 
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TABLE 2 

Scintillator-PM detector used. 

Detector PM tube" Bias Response b ~.max b Scintillator ~ 2,,ax d Light pipe ¢ 
(kV) type (nm) (nm) 

1 RCA 6342A + 1.3 107(S 11) 440 N E 102 423 tapered, 
5 × 5 cm dia. 

2 RCA 6342A + 1.3 107(S1 I) 440 NE102 423 none 
3 RCA 4517 + 1.4 115 400 NE102 423 none 
4 RCA 8575 - 1.4 116 385 NE110 434 none 
5 RCA 8575 - 1.4 116 385 NE111 375 none 

a Manufactured by RCA, Inc. 
b Spectral response and peak wavelength for the tube indicated, as listed in RCA publication PIT-715, Photo-multiplier selection 

guide, RCA Inc. Typical quantum efficiency is 15%. 
c Nuclear Enterprises, Inc. Front  surface aluminized or covered. 
a Wavelength of  maximum scintillator emission, as supplied by manufacturer.  

Side surfaces coated with reflective paint and/or  a luminum foil. The estimated efficiency is ~ 8 0 " .  

could be identified in the detector spectra and used for 
calibration purposes. Also, the spectra for heavier ions 
often consisted of many different charge states and, 
hence, ion energies. A single spectrum could thus 
provide many simultaneous measurements of the 
scintillator response. As an example we display in 
fig. 2 the spectra obtained in one of the scintillator 
detectors for various charge groups of 35C1 ions ob- 
served at one particular magnetic field setting. 

A serious problem was observed using detectors 
with high gain "fast" PM tubes, however. This will be 
discussed separately below. 

2.5. SCINTILLATOR-PM DETECTORS 

The scintillator-PM combinations employed are 
listed in table 2. The scintillator was typically 6 mm 
thick. The scintillator front surface was either alumi- 
nized (~  100/~g/cm 2) or covered with a thin (.~ 1 mg/ 
c m  2) aluminum reflector foil. The scintillator was ~o 3 
directly coupled to the PM tube with optical grease or 
through a short (1") tapered light-pipe attached to the 
PM tube. A thick ( > 6  mm) cylindrical aluminum cap 
with a 6 mm hole located near the center served to locate ~ ~oz 
the scintillator and act as a collimator restricting the 
area of the scintillator exposed to the incident ions. 

i! The PM tubes were enclosed in magnetic shields to ~o 
minimize the effect of the spectrometer fringing fields. 
Their effectiveness was verified by direct field measure- 
ments with a gaussmeter and measurement of PM tube 
response as a function of the spectrometer field with an ~o 
a-source. 

The PM tubes were mounted in tube bases similar 
to the Ortec model 265 and 266 bases13). The high- 

voltage was applied to the anode of the 6342A and 4517 
tubes and the cathode of the 8575 tubes14). The output 
signal was taken from the anode across a load resistor 
via a large, hv blocking capacitor. The anode pulses 
were sent directly or via a fast pre-amp to a delay-line 
amplifier 13) (Ortec-460) with an integration time con- 
stant ~40  ns. Tests were made to determine the effects 
of different pre-amps, post-amps, time constants, etc. 
No large differences (i.e. > 10%) in the relative outputs 
were observed that could be ascribed to the electronics. 
The signals were digitized and stored in an on-line 
computer or multichannel analyzer. 

As can be seen from table 2, two basic types of PM 
tubes were utilized: mono-alkali photo-cathode type 

ENERGY ( M e V )  
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Fig. 2. A spectrum of asCI ions obtained with scintillator detector 
no. 4. The ion charge state and energy are indicated. 
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having a circular cage dynode structure (RCA 6342A), 
and a newer design, high-gain bi-alkali photo-cathode 
type having an in-line dynode structure (RCA 8575). 
While the latter type tubes exhibited superior perfor- 
mance in terms of dark current noise and hence pulse 
height resolution (by factors of  about ten and two, 
respectively) they also could be non-linear (ca. 20%) 
at least with the tube bases used, exhibiting tube satur- 
ation effects when operated at the recommended 
voltages ( -  1800 V). 

These effects were noted by observing the ratio of 
anode pulse heights for different ions in the scintillators 
as a function of PM high voltage. The typical non- 
linearity tended to make the scintillator light output 
appear to be more linear with ion energy than it actual- 
ly was. It  was therefore decided to run the 8575 tubes 
at a lower voltage ( - 1 4 0 0  V) and remove any non- 
linearities by calibrating the detectors using a light 
pulser. In this way it was possible to distinguish the 
PM tube non-linearity from that of the scintillator 
itself. Fortunately, most of  the data were obtained 
using low-gain tubes which did not require corrections 
for non-linearity. 

In retrospect, it appears that the use of fast, high- 
gain multi-alkali tubes such as the RCA 8575 for 
scintillation pulse-height measurements requires special 
precautions 15). In particular a voltage-divider network 
designed to minimize space-charge effects at the last 
dynode should be used15). Timing measurements 
utilizing the pulsed cyclotron beam, however, indicate 
that most PM tubes (table 2) are capable of moderately 
fast timing ( < 2  ns) adequate for many applications. 
A low-gain, low-noise PM tube may therefore be 
preferable to fast, high-gain timing PM tubes in 
certain applications, particularly if the light collection 
efficiency is increased, e.g. by using a larger diameter 
tube. 

3. Experimental results 

3.1. UNCORRECTED LIGHT OUTPUT 

The light output, L, as deduced from the measured 
anode signal of  detector 1 (table 2) is shown in r iga as 
a function of ion type and energy. The ion energies have 
been corrected for energy losses ~6) in the front-surface 
reflector but not for apparent losses in the scintillator 
itself (i.e. due to "dead"  layers). Also the non-linearity 
of the PM tube has not been removed although this is 
negligible for the particular PM used (6342A). The 
units for L have been arbitrarily chosen for convenience 
and correspond to L = 3 0  for ThC'  ~-particles (E=  
8.78 MeV). No attempts were made to measure the 

absolute light output. This paper will always refer to 
relative light output, unless otherwise noted. 

The data shown in fig. 3 represent several sets of 
measurements taken with the seine detector at two 
different laboratories (UM and BNL). The agreement 
between different sets of  data obtained with the same 
detector is very good (within a few percent). Consistent 
differences, however, were observed for some of the 
data for the same ions obtained with different detectors, 
even when known PM tube non-linearities were re- 
moved. These differences were most apparent in the 
low energy portions of the response curves and for the 
heavier ions (Z > 8). The data for detector l, e.g., 
indicated a much faster decrease in L with decreasing 
energy than those for the other detectors. Also, the 
light output for Z >  8 was substantially less for detector 
1. This is shown in fig. 4 where we compare the output 
of detectors 1 and 4 (table 2). The differences in light 
output for these detectors are consistent with the 
presence of a thin non-light-producing "dead"  layer 
(2-10pro) on the front surface of the scintillator of  
detector 1. Although the exact origin of  such layers is 
uncertain, it is known that oxidation can degrade the 
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Fig. 3. Response of  scint i l lator  detector no. I in units such that  
ThC" e-part icles (8.78 MeV) have an output  of  30. The energies 
have been adjusted for losses in the front-surface reflector 
material  but not  for any addi t iona l  effects (see text). 
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light output of plastic scintillators18), Since the scin- 
tillator material used in detector 1 was several years 
old and had not been initially aluminized whereas the 
other scintillators had been. it is perhaps not surprising 
that it exhibited a noticeable "dead"  layer. Aluminizing 
or similar protection of scintillator front surfaces 
therefore appears to be advisable particularly in heavy- 
ion applications. 

3.2. DIFFERENCES IN SCINTILLATOR RESPONSE 

As seen in table 2, several different types of scintil- 
lators were utilized. Although differences in the relative 
response were observed for ions with Z>~8 (fig. 4), we 
do not ascribe these differences to the scintillator com- 
position as they were associated more with the par- 
ticular piece of  scintillator used rather than its compo- 
sition. Different types of  scintillators prepared under 
similar conditions produced relative light outputs 
equal to within 10% for ions Z =  1 to Z =  16. We there- 
fore conclude that the intrinsic light output for the 
scintillators used (table 2) is essentially the same but 
that other effects, as noted in the previous section, 
may cause differences in the heavy-ion response of 
scintillator detector systems. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the response of  scintillator detectors 1 and 
4 (table 2). 

NE102, although some of the data for N E l l 0  and 
N E I l  ! was utilized to obtain the relative response for 
different isotopes (e.g. 160 vs ~80). The scintillator 
light output has been deduced from the raw detector 
response curves, such as fig. 3, by removing the non- 
linearity of  the PM tubes and the effect of  any apparent 
front surface "dead"  layer. The latter is a relatively 
small correction(a few percent) except for E/A < 2 Me¥/  
ainu and/or Z_> 20, where the corrections may be as 
large as 50%. The final results are shown in fig. 5. 
Data  which include significant corrections are denoted 
by dashed lines. All the data except the latter have an 
estimated uncertainty of + 5% or less. The other data 
are less accurate than this, but are likely good to 
+20% or better. 

The curves displayed in fig. 5 represent the response 
expected for typical plastic scintillators, front-surface 
aluminized, with ions at near-normal incidence. The 
"intrinsic" scintillator response is likely to be larger, 
particularly for Z > 2 0  and/or E/A<2 MeV/amu for 
the following reasons: Firstly, energetic secondary 
electrons are thought to play a dominant role in deter- 
mining the response for the heavier ions (see sect. 5). 
If so, the scintillator response will depend on the mode 
of incidence of the particular ion and the geometry of 
the scintillator, e.g. the number of  surfaces traversed 
by the ion. Secondly, there may always be a certain 

3.3. SCINTILLATOR RESPONSE, L(E, Z, A) 

We have combined data from several detectors to 
infer the " typical"  response of plastic scintillators to 
heavy ions. Most of the data incorporated was that for 
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Fig. 5. Inferred scintillator output  for typical plastic scintillators 
such as NEI02 for near-normal incident heavy ions. Estimated 
uncertainty is ± 5% except for dashed curves which are likely 
lower limits to the intrinsic response and have ± 20% or greater 
uncertainty (see text). 
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thickness of inactive material on the scintillator sur- 
faces. Both of the effects noted above will result in a 
lower response for a front surface detector or TFD 
relative to the intrinsic response. There is some evidence 
for this: The relative response of fission fragments 
( Z ~  90, E ~  100 MeV), detected from sources imbedded 
in organic scintillators is about a factor of two larger 
than that deduced using the SlBr curve shown in fig. 5. 
The effects noted above while pertinent for Z > 20 and/ 
or E/A ~< 2 MeV/amu (dashed curves fig. 5) will affect 
only slightly (<10%)  the results obtained for other 
ions and energies. The actual response observed with a 
particular scintillator must, of course, include consider- 
ation of energy losses in the front surface reflector, if 
any, losses in "dead"  layers, if known, and the non- 
linearity of the PM detector. The former effects will 
normally reduce the light output for all the low energy 
ions as well as the more massive ions (fig. 5) whereas 
the typical PM non-linearities, tube saturation or space- 
charge effects, will "flatten" the response curve as a 
function of increasing light output, and hence ion 
energy15). 

The response curves, figs. 3 and 5, qualitatively 
resemble those obtained for NaI (5_< Z <  10) where the 
data overlap z'3) and those for glass dosimeters ~9) 
(1 < Z_< 6). The agreement with other data available for 
heavy ions stopped in plastic scintillators is fair2°-22). 
The previously published data, however, are not 
extensive and include mostly measurements at relat- 
ively high energies (E/A>6 MeV/amu). The data 
available 4,5) for TFD are not directly comparable to 
those for stopped ions as the former are mostly for 
transiting ions. 

We note several features in the observed response 
data (for clarity, not all of the data are included in the 
figures): 

a) The light output, L, is non-linear with ion energy 
at low energies, becoming more linear for 
E/A >> 6 MeV/amu. 

b) The non-linearity of L with energy is similar for 
all ions within the same velocity range, i.e. 
L ocE" with n~constant  independent of Z and 
A(n~  1.6). 

c) The light output is slightly less (ca. 5%) for odd-Z 
ions compared to that for adjacent even-Z ions 
(Z~½A). 

Features similar to (a) and (c) have been observed pre- 
viously for inorganic scintillators2'3). Organic plastic 
scintillators have been suggested to be linear with 
energy, even for heavy ions2°), although this may be 
true at higher energies 21' 22). 

3.4. RESOLUTION 

Along with the relative light output L we have 
measured 6L, the fwhm resolution in L. Note that 
since LocE", where n_> 1, then 6E/E<_fiL/L. At low 
values of L (L <100 units), 6L was limited by the PM 
tube noise or the background counting rate, while at 
high energies 6L was limited by the photon counting 
statistics (6Locx/L). No special attempts were made 
to optimize 6L, although the scintillators were well 
collimated. 

We find specifically that 

3L 2 ~ 6L 2 + 6L2T, (1) 

where 6Ls is the intrinsic resolution of the scintillator 
and detector geometry while 3L T is the degradation 
due to the electronics and PM tube noise. In the units 
of fig. 5, 6L T ~ 5 for detectors 1 and 2 and 6L T ~ 0.6 for 
the other detectors. We then find emperically that 

6Ls = 0.8 x/L, (2) 

with perhaps a slight dependence on Z, resulting 
in better resolution for heavier ions compared with less 
energetic light ions producing the same light output. 
Certainly, unlike solid-state detectors, 6L s is not pro- 
portional to ~/E even for light ions. 

Eq. (2) implies that the number of photoelectrons 
detected is approximately equal to L, our units for 
light output. The actual number of photons produced 
in the scintillator is ten to twenty times greater owing 
to the PM tube and light collection efficiencies18). 
Fig. 5 is essentially a plot of the number of photo- 
electrons produced at the PM photo-cathode vs ion 
energy and species. At E/A = 5 MeV/amu, for example, 
the average energy required per photoelectron for 
1H, 4He, 12C, 32S and SlBr ions is 50, 130, 300, 420 
and 450 keV, respectively. The required energy per 
scintillator photon is then about 5, 13, 30, 42 and 
45 keV, respectively, due to the aforementioned esti- 
mated light-conversion efficiency. These values de- 
pend strongly on the ion energy, however, indicating a 
complicated mechanism for the photon production in 
the scintillator. 

Our results indicate that for L>500,  6L/L<3% 
fwhm, relatively independent of the ion species, In 
contrast, the resolution of a solid-state detector 
degrades rapidly with increasing ion mass due to nu- 
clear stoppingZS). In fact, it appears that the intrinsic 
scintillator energy resolution, 6E/E(<_6L/L) for very 
heavy ions (Z>35)  may approach that possible with 
existing solid-state detectors. Furthermore, the resol- 
ution of plastic scintillators is comparable 2) to that of 
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TABLE 3 

Parameterizations of light output. 

Parameter Data" Energy range Parameterization z2 /N b Comment  
set (MeV/amu) 

1 plastic (includes all isotopes) 0.5 < E/A ~ 15 L = (4.0)(ZA)-°'63E T M  12.0 More correct A dependence 

11 plastic (only data of  fig. 5) 0.5 _< E/A < 15 L = (4.57)Z -° '26A-° '93  E TM 9.5 Valid A ~ 2 Z  only 

III  plastic (fig. 5, excluding Z = 1) 0.5 < E/A < 15 L = (3.66)Z ° ° S A - l ° E l 6 3  4.6 Valid A ~ 2 Z  only 

IV plastic (fig. 5) 0.5 _< E/A < 15 L = (1 .58)Z+l22(R-O.O42Z) c 7.6 Best over-all description 

" This work. The data included in the fitting procedure are indicated. 
b Chi-square per data point (see text). 
c R is the ion range in mg/cm z where R(NEI02)  = 1.13 R(CH2), and R(CHz) is the semiemperical value tabulated in ref. 16. 

NaI(T1) for energetic ions. The relatively poor resol- 
ution, cSL, quoted for some plastic-scintillator detector 
systems is therefore likely due to poor light-collection 
efficiency or low scintillator light output, it appears 
that in many applications scintillators are competitive 
with other types of detectors for massive, energetic 
heavy ions. 

4. Analysis 
4.1. PARAMETERIZATION OF L(E, Z, A) 

We have fit the response curves (fig. 5) with simple 
parameterized expressions for L as a function of E, Z, 
and A. Generalized non-linear least-squares fitting 
techniques were employed23). Instead of minimizing 
the total Z 2 summed over all data points, however, we 
have minimized instead the )C 2 per data point per data 
set, summed over all data sets, where a data set con- 
sists of the response data for a specific ion. Thus each 
ion, is given equal weighting. Certain constraints were 
also placed on the range of ion velocities (E/A) used 
in the fitting procedure. This was done primarily to 
allow exclusion of the high energy light-ion data which 
exhibits characteristics different from the other data. 

The results of some of the more successful para- 
meterizations are listed in table 3 together with the 
resulting )C z per point, z2/N, where zZ/N< 1 indicates a 
perfect fit. We observe that LacE", where n ~ l . 6 ,  
E/A < 15 MeV/amu. The precise dependence on Z and 
A is more difficult to determine since Z = ) A  for most 
of  the heavy ion data. An analysis of  the available data 
for different isotopes of  the same element (1'2H, 
6'7Li, 12'I3C, 16"17'180) indicates that LocA -m with 

m ~ 0.6 ( Z , E  constant) whereas for different elements 
L oc Z -  v with p ~ 0.1 (E constant, A ~ 2 Z). 

Although the parameterizations of L are useful for 
interpolations and possibly extrapolations of  the 
empirical data (fig. 5) they do not reproduce the ori- 
ginal data to better than about + 2 0 %  on the average. 
It is more accurate to interpolate or extrapolate 
directly from the response curves displayed in fig. 5. 

4.2.  RESPONSE VS ION RANGE 

In the limit of  complete saturation of the scintillator 
light output (dL/dx~constant, see sect. 3), one would 
expect L to be proportional to the ion range, R, in the 
scintillator. This has been found to be the case for 
low-energy ~-particles24.) Such a picture would ac- 
count for the observed energy dependence of L 
(table 3) since RocE" with n ~ l . 7  for low-energy 
heavy ions25). 

We display in fig. 6 the relationship between L and 
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Fig. 6. Scintillator response vs the calculated ion range. The 
latter have been obtained assuming R ( N E 1 0 2 ) =  1.13R(CH2) 
with R(CH2) taken from ref. 16. 
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R for different ions as deduced from the data of  fig. 5. 
The ion ranges have been calculated using the range 
tables of  Northcliffe and Schilling16) assuming 
R(NE102)= 1.13R(CHz). As can be seen in fig. 6, L is 
approximately proportional to the ion range 1 z) with a 
strong dependence on Z but little if any dependence on 
the isotope mass, A. The L vs R data exhibit a noti- 
ceable curvature and a non-zero intercept, particularly 
for the heavier ions ( Z >  8). These effects are not likely 
due to "dead"  layers as the effect of  these have been 
removed (sect. 3.1). Rather, it appears that the effective, 
light-producing portion of the range, RE, is less than 
the total ion range. The difference A = R -  RL is about 
2 p m  (Z=6) ,  5/~m (Z=8) ,  10pm (Z=16)  and 
15pm (Z=35)  in the scintillator (p=l .03g/cm3) .  
There may be several effects which contribute to A: 
(a) Light-producing secondary electrons (see sect. 5) 
may be ejected from the front surface reducing L. 
This effect would be most important for ions having a 
short range. (b) Near the end of the ion's range neutral- 
ization via electron capture becomes important. The 
primary ionization, hence L, will be reduced and the 
ion's range extended. Effects similar to (a) and (b) 
have been observed for ion tracks in photographic 
emulsions26). Both effects should become more im- 
portant with increasing Z. In photographic emulsions 
(p=3.5  g/cm 2) for example, the effect of (b) is to 
extend the ion range by typically 8 p m  (Z=6) ,  
12pm (Z=8) ,  18pro (Z=10)  and 3 2 p m  (Z=20) .  
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Fig. 7. The function k(Z) vs Z[eq.  (3)]. The error bars correspond 
to the limits A ( Z ) =  0 and 0.04Z mg/cm 2, respectively. 

This is qualitatively similar to the phenomena observed 
here. 

The empirical relation between L and R is given 
approximately by 

L = k(Z) R[-1 - A(Z)],  (3) 

where R is the calculated ion range (mg/cm2), k(Z) is 
a Z-dependent coefficient and A(Z) represents the 
non-light-producing fraction of R. The quantity A (Z) 
depends principally on Z and is relatively independent 
of E. Application of eq. (3) to the scintillator data of 
fig. 5, 0.5MeV/amu<E/A<15MeV/amu yields the 
values of k(Z) and A (Z) given in table 3. The para- 
meterization (3) is substantially better than others and 
is therefore the preferred one for interpolation pur- 
poses. The coefficients k(Z) and A(Z) both increase 
with increasing Z as is shown in fig. 7 where we display 
k(Z) vs Z for our data. Note that R is the calculated 
range so that variations in k(Z) and A(Z) may be due 
in part to deviations of the true ion range from the 
calculated ones. More extensive experimental range- 
energy data for even-Z and odd-Z ions in organic 
materials would be very useful. 

A remarkable feature of eq. (3) is that, except for a 
renormalization constant, one can adequately describe 
with nearly the same coefficients k(Z) and A(Z) the 
data available for the light output of  Nal for heavy 
ions3). Thus for heavy ions L depends primarily on the 
incident ion species (Z,A) and range and not the 
luminescent properties of the particular scintillator. 
This evidence strongly favors the delta-ray description 
of the light-producing process 7-1°) (see sect. 5). 

4.3. SCINTILLATION EFFICIENCY, dL/dE 
Differentiation of L(E) with respect to ion energy 

gives the relative scintillator efficiency, dL/dE. We have 
deduced dL/dE from the plastic-scintillator data by 
numerical differentiation of the smooth empirical 
curves shown in fig. 5. We display dL/dE vs E/A and 
vs dE/dx in figs. 8 and 9. Energy losses have been cal- 
culated from the tables of  Northcliffe and Schilling 16), 
assuming dE/dx(NEl02) = 0.88 dE/dx(CH2). The 
coefficient 0.88 is a correction based on the different 
carbon/hydrogen ratios in NEI02 and CH2 (1:1.104 
and 1:2, respectively). 

It can be seen in fig. 8 that dL/dE in general is not 
constant, except at high energies (E>40  MeV). The 
variation of dL/dE with energy is somewhat similar 
for different ions, but the magnitude depends on Z, 
descreasing with increasing Z. 

The data of  dL/dE vs dE/dx (fig. 9) exhibit the well- 
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known 27) saturation effect of solid scintillators, i.e. 
dLIdE decreases rapidly with increasing dE/dx. How- 
ever for ions having the same specific energy loss the 
effÉciency dL/dE increases with increasing Z. The 
present data obtained for plastic scintillators are quali- 
tatively similar to those reported for NaI 3) although, 
of course, dE/dx is different for the two media. 

We present an interpretation of these results in 
sect. 5. 

4.4. SPECIFIC FLUORESCENCE, dL/dx 
The specific fluorescence, which is the scintillation 

output per path length, dLldx, can be deduced from 
the scintillation efficiency, dL/dE, and the specific 
energy loss, dE/dx, since dL/dx=(dLldE)x(dE/dx). 
The quantity dLldx is of particular importance as it is 
related to the radiation damage and dose rate of ions 
in solids8'9). Also, dL/dx is expected to exhibit a simple 
functional dependence on dE/dx, and thus it is the 
focus of many of the models constructed to describe 
scintillation processes4-1°). 

Using available values ~6'17) of dE/dx and the semi- 
empirical dL/dE data (figs. 8 and 9) we obtain the 
dLIdx values shown in fig. 10. Again, the results are 
qualitatively similar to those obtained for NaI 3) and, 
also, plastic TFD where data overlap4'5). We also 
include in fig. l0 data published for minimum ionizing 
particles 21) and an extrapolation to large values of 
dE/dx. 

The following features are observed: 
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Fig. 8. Scintillation efficiency vs energy [L(ThC'  ct)= 30]. The 
solid and dashed curves correspond to the data shown in fig. 5, 
with errors ± 5% and ca. ± 20% or greater, respectively. 

a) The quantity dL/dx is not a simple function of 
dE/dx, at least for the data shown in fig. 10. 

b) At the same value of dE/dx, dL/dx increases with 
increasing Z, but is relatively independent of 
mass (A), 

c) dL/dx can be double valued with respect to 
dE/dx for large dE/dx. 

Some of these features have been noted previously 
for Nal 3) and plastic TFD scintillators4,5). The data 
for the TFD should be directly comparable to ours. 
Although the behaviour of dL/dx vs dE/dx is similar, 
the relative values are somewhat different, being 
slightly lower for heavier ions in the TFD relative to our 
data. These differences are likely due to the particular 
construction of the TFD and the method of light col- 
lection used for this detector. Surface effects, for 
example may be more important for the TFD, which 
would reduce the light output for the heavier ions 
(see sect. 3). 

In general, the results shown in fig. 10 indicate that 
neither dL/dxocdE/dx (no saturation) nor dLIdx= 
constant (complete saturation) is a good approximation 
although for moderately energetic "light" heavy ions 
( 2 < Z < 8 )  the latter is more accurate. Minimum 
ionizing particles such as cosmic rays however, 
exhibit a quite different behavior, with dL/dx propor- 
tional to dEldx, even for heavy ions21). 

5. Scintillation theory 

We present here an interpretation of the scintillator 
response data based on the Murray-Meyer (MM) 
model 7) as many of the effects observed can be under- 
stood with this simple model. 
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Fig. 9. Scintillation efficiency vs the calculated specific energy loss 
in NE102. The latter are from ref. 16 assuming d E / d X ( N E I 0 2 )  = 
0 .88dE/dx(CH2) .  Otherwise same as fig. 8. 
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Fig. 10. Specific fluorescence vs calculated specific energy loss in NE102. Otherwise same as fig. 8. 

The MM model proposes that the specific fluor- 
escence, dL/dx and scintillation efficiency, dL/dE, 
arise from two sources: (1) a primary column of ion- 
ization centered along the path of the incident ion and 
(2) energetic secondary electrons (S-rays) which escape 
beyond the primary column. Along the primary co- 
lumn, dL/dE is a function of dE/dx and for large 
dE/dx, dL/dE exhibits saturationZV). The character- 
istics of dL/dE along the primary column depend on 
the composition of the scintillator, including the acti- 
vator concentration27). Also, the radius of the primary 
column, which is few hundred Angstroms, may have a 
weak dependence on dE/dx or the incident ion type 7,26) 
The energetic S-rays (1-20 keV) however, produce light 
with high efficiency (dL/dE~l) compared to the 
scintillation efficiency of the primary column (dL/ 
d E<  1) 27). The density of S-rays depends on Z and 
E/A of the incident ion as well as dE/dx 7 , 9 , 2 6 ) .  (Note: 
The units for dL/dE used in this section are different 
from those used in sect. 4 and figs. 8-9). 

Thus, MM propose that 

dL ( d L )  + (dL'] 

d--x = ~ x p  ~,-~x/o 

( d L )  d(~x) ( e L ) ( d E ' ] ,  

or upon dividing by dE/dx = (dE/dx)v + (dE/dx)a 

dL ( l - F )  d(~E) + F  d(~E) 
dE p , (5) 

where 

F (dE/dx)~ 
dE/dx (6) 

The subscripts p and S refer to the primary column 
and S-rays, respectively. The quantity F, which is a 
function of Z and E/A, represents the fraction of 
energy loss of the incident ion which is deposited 
outside of the primary column, i.e., in the S-rays7). 
Minimum ionizing, low-Z particles have (dE/dx)p~ 
(dE/dx)a and therefore dL/dx and dL/dE are 
determined mainly by (dL/dE)w The scintillator models 
of Birks 28) and Wright29), are primarily concerned 
with determining (dL/dE)p and (dL/dx)p as these can 
be expressed as simple functions of dE/dx. Heavy ions 
have (dL/dE)p<l, due to saturation, therefore eq. (5) 
can be simplified since for energetic electrons (dL/ 
dE)S~ 1 (in appropriate units), thus 

- ( l - f )  + F ,  (7) 
dE p 

and therefore 

dL [ ( d L )  l d E  
d X -  ( I - -F)  ~ + F  

P 
(8) 

The fluorescence dL/dE and dL/dx for heavy ions is 
then determined by F(Z, E/A) as well as (dL/dE)p, i.e., 
the S-ray production and the saturation of the primary 
column. 
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The qualitative features predicted by the MM model 
are in accord with the data for both NaI(T1) and plastic 
scintillators. At low dE/dx (<0.1 MeV.mg- lcm2) ,  
dL/dE and dL/dx are determined by the behavior of 
(dL/dE)p, i.e., the first terms of eqs. (4) and (5). Thus 
dL/dx and dL/dE (figs. 9 and 10) are then mainly 
functions only of dE/dx [~(dE/dx)p] since 7) F~0.2 .  
It has been shown previously that for minimum ionizing 
particles dL/dxoc(dE/dx) × [1 +kB(dE/dx)]-I where 
kB is about 10 mg/cm 2 MeV for NEI02 plastic 21) and 
about 7 mg/cm 2 MeV for CSI, NaI and anthracene29). 

The fluorescent response for heavy ions, however, 
is more complicated as (dL/dE)p is small (<0.5) while 
F~0.2 .  The second terms in eqs. (4) and (5) are then 
important. One therefore observes a marked dependen- 
ce of dL/dE and dL/dx on the Z and E/A of the incident 
ion since the di-ray production depends on these quan- 
tities (figs. 9 and 10). In the limit (dL/dE)p~O, dL/dx~ 
F(Z, E/A)dE/dx and dL/dE~F(Z, E/A). Thus while, 
energetic light ions may exhibit L linear with E, i.e. 
dL/dE-constant, heavy ions in general do not, 
although at high energies the function F(Z, E/A) 
becomes a slowly varying function of E/A. At lower 
energies F(Z, E/A) decreases 7) with decreasing E/A, 
i.e., the 6-ray production is proportional to the incident 
ion velocity. Also, since F(Z, E/A) is an atomic pro- 
perty it can be expected to be similar for plastic, NaI, 
etc. These features are, in fact, consistent with our 
observations (sect. 4). 

MM applied their model to the data then available 
for NaI(TI). They deduced an empirical F(Z, E/A) and 
compared it to predicted functions7). Qualitative 
agreement was obtained, indicating that F(Z, E/A) 
was relatively independent of Z, but, as expected, 
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Fig. 11. A compar i son  o f  the  funct ion F [eqs. (7) and  (8)], as 
deduced from our  dL/dE and dL/dx data, with calculations f rom 
r e f  7. 

F(Z,E/A) increased with E/A with F~0.25  up to 
E/A=IO MeV/Amu. At the time of their analysis, 
however, dE/dx for heavy ions in Nal was poorly 
known and therefore calculated values were used. This 
introduces considerable uncertainties in their results. 

We have applied the MM model to our data for 
plastic scintillators. The function (dL/dx)p was taken to 
be that measured for the organic crystal anthraceneZ7), 
which is similar in physical composition and fluores- 
cence to plastic scintillatorZ7). The function F(Z, E/A) 
was then deduced from the dL/dE data using eq. (8). 
Our results are shown in fig. 11. The function F(Z,E/A) 
deduced for plastic scintillator closely resembles the 
functional form predicted by MM. A reanalysis of the 
NaI data 3) using realistic 16) values for dE/dx, yields a 
function F(Z, E/A) resembling our curve and the MM 
predictions. 

As can be seen in fig. 11, F varies from 0. t to 0.2 for 
E/A>2 MeV/amu, i.e., 10-20% of the incident ion 
energy loss is deposited as f-rays. In the same energy 
range (dL/dE)p<0.5 for Z > 2  so f-ray production 
becomes increasingly important for ions heavier than 
4He. As an example our results indicate that 6-ray 
production accounts for about 8%, 20%, 40%, and 
75% of the specific fluorescence of 1H, 4He, 6Li and 
160 at E/A~5MeV/amu. Although more refined 
scintillator models are available and probably more 
realistic s-l°) many of the basic features of scintillator 
response can be explained in terms of the simple MM 
model, at least phenomenologically. 
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